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ABSTRACT
in order to study whether sex as a reading-interest

determinant has lessened as the women's movement has strengthened,
the reading interests of 161 first-grade_and second-grade girls and
boys aere studied by conducting one-to-one interviews with the
children in Glen Cove, New York, in the-spring of 1976. Answers were
tabulated in seven categories. .Results were compared to earlier
studies conducted in the saMe manner in 1972 in 13 schools in the
United States and in 9 foreign countries, when significant
differences .were found-between boys° and .girls' interests in the
United States` but not in the othet countries. Although first-grade
boys-and girls in the spring of 1976 expressed significant-
differences in category proferences, the.results-are less pronounced
than in the;previous studies. Analysis of second-grade-category
preferences by Sex in 1976 showed no significant-differenceS between
boys and girls. Viction categories were most popular at both grade
levels for both boys and.girls. The second, most popular categories
were current (19700 information for boys and scientific information
for girls. Implications for instruction are discussed and sources of
interest are noted. (BKM)
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f reading interest

mirror--ref_lecting both

are indeed a sort of double

the child's own personali y andthe

drift of the times the question muSt arise: has Women's Lib!,

with its huge groundswell- in interest and publicity, affected

the reading interests of the very young?

Researcher- from Jordan (1921) to Stanchfield (1962)

have agreed that sex sharply differentiates reading interests.

Whether this is an innate, biological difference or a difference

fostered by our culture and heightened by our schools, has!

This writer conducted several studiesoften been conjectured.

involving

children.

the reading' interests of first.and second grade .

During the Spring of 1972, the eXpressed reading

interests of 1 078 first and second grade children in tweIre
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public schools located in three population centers of the

United States were tabulated (Kirsch, 1975). This study was

expanded during the Fall of 1972 with the intervi wing: f

an additional thousand children in nine countries throughout

the wo-ld (Kirsch, Pehrsson, and Robins 1976). Another

study was conducted during the Spring of 1974 with cightytwo

fir t grade children in an elementary school in Glen Cove, New

York as the subjects (Kirsch, 1)74). In all investigations,

interv -rs were conducted on q one-to-one basis. The children's

own drawin were used to elicit their expressed interests.

Childlen were asked to draw a pict about what they ld

best like to read or have read to them. Each child, interviewed

alone, would then draw a picture.- The investigator confirmed

the child's reading interest by means of a structured interview.

When possible, the derivation of the interest was also elicited.

After the data h d been coll-cted, comparisons were

made according to a number of variables, with sex of the child

an importa t factor. Stat _tical compilations were made

through the use of Chi-Square. In all sections of the United

States (and in. Glen Cove in the 1974 tabulations), the reading

interests of boys and girls in both first and second g ades,

when tabulated according to sex, differed significantly

(p K .01) . However, when considering the nine countries

other -_ts of the w-rld (Austria, Canada, 1.ngland, Israel,

Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Republic of Panama, and Sweden),

Chi-Square show d no significant differences in the proportion

of responses of either first yea' pr second year boys and girls.
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e through the use

of seven prearranged interest categories, arrived at through

consultations 1 "th teachers and librarians and tested with

pilot studies. The categories included: 1) Information

Scientific; (2) information Historic; 3) Information 1970s;

(4) Realistic Fictio I) Imaginative Fiction; (6) Humor;

and (7) Poetry. "Poetry" Was probably too abstract a desig-

nation _or this age group and was not chosen by any child.

general, girls in the United States showed a fat greater pro-

portion of interest in both Realistic and Imaginative-Fiction

than did boys, while bovs showeda far greater interest in

Information 1970s. However, in the nine countries through ut

.the worid, boys and girls similarly Showed a greater pro-

portion of interest in both fiction categories--realistic and

-imaginative. There is apparently no "hard" research to ac-

count for this facet of reading interests in other countries.

One can hypothesize: possibly very young children in these

countries .are treated more categorically as "little children"

rather.than as "little boys" and "little girls." Fairy tales

appear to be mo e prevalent as reading fare in the nine

countries in both trade books and school readers than is

customary in the United States.

In general, it must be noted that there were far more

similarities in reading interests of young children through-

out the wo-ld than there were differences: fairy tales and

fantasies are the most preferred expressed reading interests

of first and second year children in the ten countries. The

proportion of interest does differ, however.

4
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1 76 GLEN COVE STUDY

An additional study was conduced during the Spring

of 1976. Subjects were 161 first and second grade boys and

giris.who were students at the same elementary school in

for acquiring da (the child's own drawing together with a

Glen Cove, New York, used in p-e ious studies. Only a single

'variable-- he sex of the subject--was tested. The underlying

purpose'of the study was to probe as to whetler sex as a

reading interest d-terminant had lesser_ d. Th- same techniques

a

o e-to-one interview ) and compi ation of results (Chi-Square

based upon prearranged categorr was __sed. Brenl:down of the

population included: .first grade boys, 45; first grade

girls, 4Di-s-eeond grade boys, 43; second grade girls-, 33.

Results of analysic of first grade pr f rences as

differen iated by sex are shown in .Table One on page

Second grad_ statistics axe demonstrated in Table Two,

page S.

Analysis of Fi-st Gr-de Preferences

First grade boys and girls in the Spring of 1976 in

the Glen Cove school expressed significant differences ih

category preferences. A Chi-Square analy,is disclosed signi-'

ficant diff r,ences at the five per cent level (p < .05).

These results are less significant than in the,'previous studios

noted where C i-Square showed significant differences at the

te_e per cent level Cp. .01). First grade girls, according

to this stUdY, now showed a greater proportion of interest in

general scientific inforMation, a greater interest than did
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Table 1

Frequency of First Grade Category Preferences
as DIfferentiated by Sex
Glen Cove, New York 1976

5

Categories
Boys

Number Per cent
Gi

Numb Per cent

Information
Scientific

Information
Historic

Information
1970s

Realistic
Fiction

Imaginative
Fiction

Humor

Poetry,

Total

8 17.79

11.11

24.44

6 13 33

14 31.11

2.22

45 100

12

3

10

15

30

7.5

25

37 SO

40 100

Note: Chi-Square = 12.1538 .05

Table 2

Frequency of Second Grade Category Preferences
as Differentiated by. Sex

Glen Cove,-New YoTk 1976

Categories
Boys

Number. Pet cent
Girls

lumber Per cent

Information
Scientific

Information
Historic 2

Information
1970s 14

Realistic
Fiction 10

6

Imaginative
Fiction

Humor

Poetry

3 96

4.65

32.57

23.25

10 23.25

1 2.32.

100Total 43

8

21.21

15.15

39.40

24.24

33 100

Note: Chi-Square = 6.754 . .0
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boys in realistic fiction,-and a very slightly more pronounced

interest in imaginative fiction. Boys continued; as in past

stucti to show a consid rably greater interest current

information (I formation 1970s) . Differences throughbut

evidenced by the Chi-oquare, were less pronounced than in

previous:United States studies.

as

AL1,4_1yjii of Second, Grade Preferences

Chi-Square analysis of second grade category prefe

en es by sex showed no significant'differences in choices

between boys and girls (p -->.05). All previous United States

studies had shown statistical differences at the one per cent

level (p 01) between the reading interest choices of second

.grade boys and girls. Analysis of the category preferences'

indicates that girls ed a greater preference for general

icientific knowledge than did boys and a greater preference for

:realistie fiction. While boys still exhibited a greatet

interest in reading about current information (Information

1970s), the degree of difference was less than in prelious

studies. Preference-for imaginative fiction was almost identi-

cal for s.econd grade boys and girls.

Taps Chosen by First
Grade Students

"Categories," as used in these studies, are broad

classifications used for statistical analysis Within the

categories are the ac ual topics ,children-indicated they wanted

to yead about or have read to thet. Topics are not broken

9

down by sex.
7
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The 85 first grade children made 86 choices one child

expressed t o interests. The choices clustered into 17 general

topics, which are ranked in order of preference. Each_under-

stored heading is the general topic and it is followed by the

specific topic in which the children expressed interest. The

parenthesis indicates the number of hildrel who preferred the

topic.

ormation on animals. Cats and dogs (10 )
; circus

and zoo animals (4) ; horses and poni (3 ) ; ducks (3).

imnative'fiction taleS) (12) . Snow White (2);

Wizard of Oz (1); Peter Pan (1);. Bambi (1); Pinecchio (I);

King Midas (1) ; retar and the Wol' .(1); Cat in the Hat (1) ;.

C,nderella (1); Raggedy Ann (1); little Red Riding Hood (1),
;

\

Stories about pes,21 (8) . Mammy and Daddy (5); un-
a

specified people (2): grown-up stories about love and marriage

(1).

TV cartoons -8). Donald Du-k 3); Mickey A4ouse (

_Popeye (1); Frosty, the Snowman (1); Rudolf, the Red-Nosed

-Reindeer (1

Claus

hockey

Storie about -hildren (6)- Children and'Santa

boys and girls (2); him/herself (_).

Info mation on _s_p_9_rI (6) . Baseball (3) ; swimming

nspecified sports (1)

Monster stories (5) . Unsped'i -ed_

King Kong (1).

Gadzilla

How to make and/or o- ,rate vehicles, mechanical Rylects

etc. (4) . Racing cars e trucks (2).

8
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Prehist- _ic life (3) Din -at_ (3).

Historic events and famous people (2). Bible stor5es

George Washington (1).

Mysteries and ghosts 2 Mysteries_ (1 ), ghos s (1).

Talu anima (2). Talking cat (1); talking duck

Stories about real animals (2) . Sharks (2).

"Hcw to information, other'than mechanica1 .(2). How

to build apartment houses (1); how-to build a cabin (1).

Information on space- (2) . Rockets (1) .space (11

Clemical and/or bialmiCal information (1). How the

body works (1).

EL9lay sto_-.

The first four topics selected by, first grade children

were the Same as those chosen as the firSt four topics in other

studies, altl_ugh the order of preference differed. There was,

in this group of children, apparently an even greater interest

in information on animals than exhibited by other first

graders.

Joke books (1).
,

8

To-ics Chosen IT Secphd
Grale Students

The.56 second grade student- made 77 choices, with one

child making t_o choices. The choices clustered into 20

logical topics, which are ranked in order of pre erence.

ImaginatiVe Fiction. (fairx,tales) (12). Three Little

Pigs (3) ; Three Bears (3) ; Peter Pan (1);_Fairy Godmother (1);

LazY Jack (1); Jack and Jill (1); Hansel and 'Gretel (1);

Talking, doll (1).

9
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1_formation on animals (_ Dogs (3) ; zoo animals

.snakes (1) ; whales (1) ; horses (1) ; polar bears (1) ; turtles

(1); sharks (1) ; rabbits (1).

Stories about children (10). Himselfr rself (3

brothers and sisters ); friends (1); children (1); chi dren

at school (1) ; children and Christmas 1) ; girls (1).

Stories about 1 animals (8), Dogs (_ zoo animals

(2) ; orses (1); jungle animals (1); unspecified animals (1).

formati.on on vocations (7) . Army (1) ; how to draw

peopl(_- 1) ; model (1) ; Marine (1 ) ; psychiatrist movie

star (1 ). violinist (1).

Monster stories . Gadzilla (2 )
; Superman

' King Kong (1).

Information on sports

( 1 )

sketball (2 ); football

'How to make and or_ 2.2 vehicles, mechanical

212ies, etc. (3) Go-carts (1); jets (1); train3 (1)

Real-life adventure stories (3). Circus (1) ; boys

and robbers (1) ; boys looking for treasure (1).

"How tp" information, other than mechanical (2). Climb

mountains (1) ; collect coins _).

Chemical and/or biologjca1 i or ion Volcanoes

(1) ; metals (1).

Storie.s about-peop1e ( Unspecified people (1);

people and cL_

Current event

helping poor people (1

(2). People throu hout the world (1);
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Talk4 g animals (1). Talking dog (_).

TV cartoons (1) . Jerry and the Cat (1) .

How to grow things (1) . How to grow plants (1).

Information on Eaf_ (1) . Rockets (1).

Funny stories (1) . Comic books (1).

Historic events and famous pD?ple: (1). George

Washington and the Revolutionary War (1).

Prehis oric lif (1) . Dinosaurs (1).

Second grade children chose four topics not mentioned

by first graders: information on vocations; real life ad-

ventur- stories, how to grow things, and current events.

Conversely, first:graders chose one topic not mentioned b.

second graders: mysteries and ghosts. The first three topics

had received the greatest proportion of interest in other

studies, although the ranking was slightly different. Fairy

tales evoked even more interest than in other investigations.

Interest in TV cartoons showed an appreciable drop in second

g=ade.

Derivation of Interest

As in similar udies conducted by this researcher,

children were asked, in the course of t _.interview, if they

could tell what made them interested in the topic they chose.

Interest derivations for first grade students are show- in

Table 3 page 11; second gra* students' interest derivations

are presented in Table 4, page 12. In comparison with pre-

vious studies-, there is apparently more reading interest

derived from boo-s more from personal experiences; and less

ii



Table 3

1"

Expressed Derivation of Interest: Firstlrade

Glen Cove New Yo'rk .1916

Information Scientific

Information Historic

Information 1970s

Realistic Fiction

Imaginative Fiction

Humor

Poetry

Total Number-,



Tab e 4

Expressed Derivation of Interest Second Grade

Glen Cove, New York 1976

. Movies.: Kit,s Experience::-- Unknown- Total

Information Scientific

ation HiSto-ic 1

Information 1970s 5

Realistic Fiction 4 1

Imaginative Fiction 10

Humor

Poetry:

' Total Number

Total.Per cent

23 12

30.26 15.79 1,32

*
Note: Father's Occupation or Hobby

34'

4.74 7.89

76

100
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from television. The percentage of children who tould not

,denote the source of interest wa small.

In comparing first and second grade, chi dren in

group books-as an interest Source in reased-in,:se

while TV decreased Personal experience was the :mpst.im
, . . .

_
portant interest so.irce in both first and second grades.

Results

mThis study is extreely limit in design

i iThe drawings and ntervews are essentially

'techraque, and only. 161 boys and girlS* from

were usecl:as subjects.

Nevertheless,- the Statis ical'data-appearedtor e at.

'variance with data collected by,this.writer during the paSt,

four years in_thirteen simil situations throughout'the

United:States. Perhaps, the great differences in reading

interests between boys and girls in first'and-SeCond'grade:have

. lessened. Perhaps boys .are be- ing more- interested-in-
,

reading various,kinds fiction and girls.are 'turning to

and scope.
_

sub ectiv e

a si gle location,

factual eading- in this study, apparentlynthe reading

interests of young boys and girls were similar; in second

grade, the similarity appeared to be so great that there were

no-statisticilly significant differences between the reading

interests of boys and girls. This profile was close to that

which emerged from the _tudy previously notedinvolvin

countries throughout the world._

Another finding was a Slight decreaSe

teleVision as a s:ource of reading interests;

in the imPor

ronounced'

16
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increase enal.experie-

crease in reading interests attributable directly 'co'books.

All these trends vere more apparent with second g ade children

than with first graders.

If the reading interests of young boys and gir

becoming more similar, ivhat are the causal factors?

only conjectur

1. 'The publicity explo on women's rights has-

-reached into the home of,.the young Id. Parents ma

perceptive as-to equalizing stimuli-'-fire en ines -for little

\girls as Well. as -ftir small-boys, And. tey _

. .

boys as Well as for their sistors.

2. Basal reading materials for young

been revised. The r ading series p

children

n the !6(:) and
-

long before) were horrifyingly sexist, With their:stories of

a ngthievi-males- and housebound, females. ,J-12 FishMan- (1976)
.

state's', new studies'on curr,ent'materials have ypt to be-

published.. This report does ndt urport to make a detailed

search. But looking at a'single series Macmillan Series r

1975), in the arly levels, we'find:

a story about a lady bus driver

a story abbut- a'aan whe liked-everythi.ng:in.

the right.place in.his house-

story .-abouttwe, girls outw.

game

a :picture- ofHgrand

-and:haVing A carch
.



;i°;;

a picture .of a.belY and his fa

lunch

a picture of a male teacher imary grade

a picture, f a woman, -in charge at the

shelter

a.picture of a woman on a ladderrosculng

treed cat

a picture of a gir' raking leaves with

A picture of a mother playing baseball=

ather

. children

a picture ofr.a girl unloading-a. truCk.

. a picture of a woman fiShing:from a pi

q.

instructiens and piCtur, Of boys Making puppet

a=pittur of a crew of-a .Ship-whidhincluded glrls .

a picture-of a man shopping in a supermarket

a short paragraph- and a,picture-abOUt a woman

scientist intereSting, especiall--becauseqt

was censtrticted te introduCe the- word scientist)

a picture of a woman at work in an ffice--

obviously an ekecUtive

many fairy tales and fantasies

- AS. some factual informa ion, pârticularlyout

animals

3., Trade books are!available iMarY-age

thild which view the roles of girls and boys .as interchangeable.-
=

Included are such stbiies as:

18



oisy Nancy Morrisa storabout a beisterouS

eutwitS

girl inventor
. .

Clever Melly:and the Stupid

wolf.

C. A Train Jane-7girl w4nts a train for-

Christmas, not a doll

Fire Girl- Brenda wants to be a firefighter

Nothing B_ a Dog--story of a young girl who

climbs', builds, etc.

The Dragon andthe Doctor--she's,the docter;'

brother the nurse

4. Nonprint -edia gives daily evidence of. -hp

changing ro: ,of. women:

TV series.showing

"Bionic Woman," "Wender

al -ernate

Woman," "Felice Woman"

Women visible on TV"-in.the neWs--female ne4S-

casters, female talishow-direciorst female

drama critics, woman asconvention: -keynote

speaker, women'pblitical delegates

kchanging vocabulary isevidence of a less sexist

Such words as chairperson salespe soni

-effiCe. erSon have quicklyllecome par

vocabUlary.

19
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of a stud ng int

and second grade childreh in one locality,appear to indicate

a,greater commonality of interests between boys and girls than

was.apparent in previous There was a-greater differ

/ence between the reading interests of first-grade boys and

girls. 45) .than between second grade boys And girls .05)

Possibly, this commonality may be attributed to the
_

awareness-Of a heed for equality iitAhe treatment of.young boys

and girls, engendered by the Women Liberation Movement'.

Print and nonprint media as well as changed a

adults, could account for the development of c mmonali

reading interests. 'Second graders, becauSe of a greate-

'awareness of the media, may be more affected by

titudes than first grade children.

changed-

An ancillary fihding .seemed-to.indicate alessening

of television as an influence on reading. interests .and an-

increase in the .mportance-of books and personal experiences.
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